The article describes the physical environment found in the other world or the City of Light, based on published accounts of near-death experiences (NDEs). The City of Light appears to be a world of preternatural beauty that cannot be described adequately. NDE accounts provide descriptions of the landscape, animal life, plant life, and architecture found in the other world.
JOURNAL OF NEAR-DEATH STUDIES 1981-82), Karlis Osis and Erlendur Haraldsson (1977) , Kenneth Ring (1980), and Michael Sabom and Sarah Kreutziger (Sabom, 1982) have documented NDE accounts that shed some light on the physical environment in the City of Light.
Since Lundahl's work over a decade ago, a considerable amount of new material on NDEs has been collected and published from old diaries and journals and from contemporary sources, which has provided us with additional information on the physical environment of the City of Light. The purpose of this article is to look at past as well as newly published NDE accounts to enlarge our understanding of the physical environment in the other world, including the landscape, animal life, plant life, and architecture of the City of Light.
The Physical Environment in the City of Light
The City of Light is another realm that has been described by NDErs as a world of preternatural and ethereal beauty, with colors said to be unforgettable, heavenly landscapes in incredible detail, and exquisite music unlike anything ever experienced on earth. NDErs also have described the most beautiful buildings of the finest workmanship, vegetation and flowers that are beautiful beyond description with every color in the rainbow, and animals. The City of Light is described as always springtime, with a shining sun, clouds, fog, skies, and stars (Crowther, 1967; Nelson, 1988 Nelson, , 1989 Sabom, 1982) .
One NDEr described the City of Light in terms characteristic of the way many NDErs describe the other world: ~I was transported to the most beautiful place I have ever seen, so beautiful I cannot adequately describe it" (Nelson, 1989, p. 83) . A child NDEr said simply r have been to such a beautiful place," and later asked his father to let him go back, repeating ~I have been to such a beautiful place" (Heinerman, 1978. p. 118) .
After presenting near-death accounts of the other world, Kenneth Ring concluded:
A casual perusal of all the accounts presented in this section-even the very brief ones-will be sufficient to reveal that each of them, without exception, uses the adjective beautiful to describe the sensed features of the ~surroundings" where these respondents found themselves. If, for the time being, I may take the liberty of speaking about this realm as a ~world" of its own, then, plainly and without equivocation, it is experienced as a surpassingly beautiful one. Reading these
